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My project, at its core, questions how representations of the environment and land impact how we relate to and live in it. Through a set of stereographs (think 19th century VR) depicting Zion National Park, this project specifically looks at how apparently three-dimensional images frame the land they depict and how these frameworks have supported certain colonial and extractivist values over others. This project began by engaging how landscape, especially the desert, is imagined. From here, I specifically narrowed in on Zion National Park as the site for a case study on the links between these many use-based approaches to land and the realities of its physical landscape. The structures built around the park, too, normalize these values through a reliance on tourism and entertainment, pushing them as unquestioned truth rather than made over time. These historical depictions have ultimately continued to perpetuate an image of land as valuable due to its extractive use to humans, particularly colonial settlers.

This project particularly focuses on the apparatus of the stereoscope for three main reasons. One, it reveals what characteristics people were historically looking for when they gazed at land and depictions of land. Often, they cited how the perception of depth made the landscape in the image seem more “real.” Two, stereoscopes are mostly regarded as a form of mass media. This allowed the landscape they depicted to come to the viewer rather than the viewer going to the landscape, changing the dynamics of the interaction. In addition, this allowed viewers abroad to fashion the landscape within their own ideals rather than the realities of actually being in a space. And three, they are formatted like a tour. This arrangement reframes these images, and the colonial perceptions of land they carry, as consumable entertainment; viewers are told exactly how to see the land and what histories to find there. Entertainment also
represents a sphere where these ideals become part of daily habits of consumption and naturalized as such. All in all, the stereoscope, with its call to mass media entertainment and tourism, structure landscape within colonial myths. These imaginaries are forwarded as natural and innate, rather than built and continually retold.

I am working on this project as a personal reminder that there are always other stories of human-land relationships that can be told—ones not based in extractivism and colonial histories. It is a response to a lot of the “doomer” mentality I’ve felt as a method of coping with the seeming inability to address climate and environmental issues. This isn’t to say that these issues aren’t serious and pressing, but that continually repeating how nothing can be done seems unhelpful at best. This project is hopefully a personal call to remember how these use-based and colonial structures have been built up – not to be naïve about their harm and violence – but to figure out how to poke holes in their “all-powerful” narratives. It is also perhaps a pitch for the role media studies could take in environmental issues, and, at its core, why the stories we tell ourselves about the land and ecosystems around us matter. In addition, while this project focuses more on tearing down and exposing this capital-colonial story itself, I hope that it does so as a way to open up space for many other stories to be told instead. Hopefully, by looking at how narratives about our environments have been built, my project can be just one method of many through which to reframe environmental issues as able to be addressed.

This project consists of three pieces. The first is a VR 360º video made in Unreal Engine 5. It depicts a fictional tourist view in Zion National Park as if it were on Mars. This scene appropriates staples of current day and early 20th Century tourism: a bus stop, informational signs about the “view,” a vending machine, a guidebook, and a ton of advertisements. By placing these items in front of the view, I hope to represent the number of ways capital and settler values
continue to pervade our relationships to “natural” landscape, even while we are there. The space contains signs advertising other locations and products, contextualizing the tourist view as just another place sold for consumption. In addition, the landscape is placed on a fictional future Mars, hopefully as a way to bring attention to the ways historical devaluations of desert lands based on a colonial ethic of utility continue to pervade current views of land, even something so seemingly futuristic as discussions around settlement of Mars. The rhetoric used also often nods heavily to science fiction, another parallel I am interested in drawing between a colonial story forwarded as truth and the presumed fiction of sci-fi. To further reveal the fiction in how we discuss and look at land, I aim to make true immersion in this scene awkward, so the signs obscure the view and viewers are always aware of the gallery space. This too hopefully draws attention to the many outside factors that dictate how people relate to and view their environments.

The second piece is a guidebook describing the VR scene. It walks viewers through a specifically use-based way of viewing this landscape, introducing fictional histories, corporations, and stories to the VR scene. It takes its inspiration from multiple early 1900s guidebooks of Zion National Park and appropriates both the language and the many advertisements they are using to sell the landscape to tourists. These “vintage” ways of presenting a landscape hopefully draw attention to often how literary these ways of constructing and relating to place are. In addition, I hope this strangely historical framing device reveals how unnaturally this rhetoric frames the land it is projected onto and gives people pause on how our own language takes after the same extractivist values in these pages. This guidebook is also a physical object in the gallery, requiring viewers to take off the VR headset if they want to read it. This physicality, then, means that if viewers want to follow the tourist narrative and see what the
guide is pointing out, they must continually step out of the landscape and recognize its status as a
VR simulation.

The third piece is a select number of the original stereograph images that I have drawn over. Each image contains a colorful illustration of a story about Mars I have come across in my research, such as: a site for hostile alien life, an ancient ocean, a site to possibly find water, a place to settle, a place to transform, or a place to conquer. In these illustrations, each story becomes equally as plausible as the other, demonstrating the choice we have to pick a different story than one forwarded by an extractive settler-colonialism. The current rhetoric of land and Mars as a place for extraction is not treated as the most “natural” or ideal, but only one of many choices. This layering therefore hopefully disrupts the “naturalness” of the older stereoscope image and draws attention to how it too has been framed along certain ideological lines to tell a specific story. The stereo images therefore depict just one way desert land has been imagined among the many other versions of these stories, even if they seem more “real” than my drawn illustrations.

Theory

This project draws on many media and environmental theories, though I will only introduce those that are central to my thesis here. The first media theory, proposed by Walter Benjamin in the Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproductions, holds that mass media allows the image of a place to be taken from its physical context and transported to the viewer directly. An audience can therefore view an object outside of its direct context and place it in an environment it otherwise could not have been in. My project specifically relies on mass media’s ability to alter this sense of distance due to how photographic representations of land remove the
viewer from the physical place. This embodied sense of being in a space becomes crucial due to how the stereoscope and VR both attempt to recreate the same appearance of all-encompassing depth. This project also speaks to John Urry’s *Tourist Gaze*, which documents the certain positionality that being a tourist creates. He explains that not only does tourism relate to some sense of “going away” to someplace that is unlike the viewer’s daily life, it also relies on there already being some cultural value ascribed to the view. For my project, then, Urry’s theory supports how tourism and entertainment reify pre-existing capital-colonial values in these landscapes rather than travellers independently going there for a sense of “home” or non-extractive relationality. These views, therefore, become objects of consumption, packaged in a pre-existing rhetoric of value and use. Jonathan Crary’s examination of the stereoscope as a technology deeply entwined with modernity further connects the technology’s representations of land with their specifically 3D nature. He asserts that consumers pointed toward the stereoscope’s peculiarities as evidence of their images being more “real” or “tangible.” Finally, Lisa Gitelman’s *Always Already New* recognizes how what we often call “new media” are grounded in long histories. VR, in this sense, is not the new technology that many celebrate but has its roots in the 1800s stereoscope (and most probably even longer histories of visual culture). This complication of “newness” is critical to my project, as I am looking to warn about the pre-existing values embedded in these “cutting edge” 3D technologies.

I also look to environmental theory to discuss the nature of landscape and its representation in current media. Nicholas Mirzoeff serves as one important theoretical basis for discussions of landscape and environmental issues in media studies. His work foundationally speaks to how environmental theory fits into core tenants of visual culture, such as aesthetics, performance, and the power structures implicated by sight. In my project, his work bridges the
gap between the colonial roots of environmental histories and the current literature in media studies. Another environmentally rooted theory I speak to is Rob Nixon’s idea of *Slow Violence*. This concept explains that forms of environmental violence often occur over longer time scales, which makes them difficult to perceive or represent. For this project, these violences are represented in media’s ability to carry ideas and images forward through time. I also want to mention William Cronon’s work examining how US culture and policy often separates wilderness and nature from human works and built environments. It is this definition of nature as separate from the human that much of the capital-colonial narrative of land I am analysing relies on. If nature is regarded as separate, then it becomes something that people can travel to, consume, then return to “normal” life. Finally, bridging a divide between the environment and historical forms of media, Rebecca Solnit’s *River of Shadows* examines how technology physically intersects with US Western places, not just in its representation, but in its apparatus as well. Her discussion of the railroad is particularly relevant for my project, as it examines how technologies of movement in the West impacted how people physically moved through land.

In the end, I wanted to use these theories to reveal how the views and relationships tourism and media enable are constructed. Again, I wish to point toward the wider stories we tell about our environments and our relationships to them, and where these have been built up.

**Genre, Medium, and Influences**

By combining environmental theory with media theory, I hope this project fits in with current trends in media practice that focus on human relationships with the environment. This project relates to other forms of new media and multimedia practice by combining multiple mediums, such as illustration and 3D compositing, into a piece.
Multiple artists and works have informed this project. One has notably been Oliver Laric’s *Versions*. In it, he compares media and art across temporal and spatial scales to highlight the similarities and collective nature of artmaking. He specifically incorporates mass media and entertainment, bringing the piece out of the realm of “high art” into the everyday experience of artistic expression. By focusing on the stereoscope and VR, I hope to evoke this same side-by-side comparison of the repetitions in media production. In addition, I have looked to both Patrick Nagatani and Joan Fontcuberta for their works on the American West and 1950s American culture as a whole. Nagatani’s *Nuclear Enchantment* collages and layers images over each other to draw connections across what seem to be distinct historical moments, similar to Laric’s work. These seemingly disjointed layers form a cohesive scene examining the role of nuclear politics and tests in New Mexican landscapes and lives. I am interested in engaging this blending of historical time periods to directly compare their often hidden similarities in my own project. Fontcuberta’s *Sputnik*, in contrast, looks to Cold War culture to interrogate how photography is often taken as truth. By creating photographs of an alternate history, he comments on how media can represent (or misrepresent) reality and fiction, especially in relation to larger politics of truth. His strategies for building this imaginary world, especially through photography, speaks to my project’s aim to point out these fictional realities (or real fictions) in media. Artistically, many of my illustrated posters are inspired by Hannah Rothstein’s *National Parks 2050*, where she reimagines these classic posters after the events of environmental catastrophe. While only two of my layouts directly reference WPA National Parks posters, most of them appropriate 1940s and early 1900s aesthetics in some way. I was particularly inspired by Rothstein’s ability to comment on both current and historical cultural trends by appropriating certain vintage aesthetics. Finally, the format of a tour in Janet Cardiff’s *Her Long Black Hair* served as an inspiration for how I
could lead viewers through an immersive experience while critiquing the format of the tour. Although I am not moving an audience through space, I found Cardiff’s use of multiple mediums layered on top of each other useful for complicating how people are interacting with the multiple spaces I am looking to create.

In addition, because my work draws heavily on mass media and pop culture, many of my influences are science-fiction adjacent entertainment. Of these, Ray Bradbury’s Martian Chronicles and the Bioshock game series were both critical examples of what worlds that blend “retro” aesthetics with contemporary issues functionally look like.

Reflection

One of the most difficult conceptual blocks from the beginning was switching from writing a theory-based critique of imagined land use to an experience-based artwork that implicitly presented these themes. Much of my work centers the theory I have read, and it often directly incorporates their quotes into the pieces themselves. This project, however, does not directly reference any outside sources, so the theory is instead background informational research. Throughout the process, it was difficult to let the work speak for itself and to push against my tendency to overexplain the background for every decision I made. In this way, I had to trust that my theoretical and historical research was coming through in the presentation of my work itself.

Faculty and peer feedback was critical to the production of this project. My professors helped introduce me to theory and artists that are thinking in the same vein as my own interests. In addition, their feedback was critical for helping me work through the tone of my project. I had been worried that by appropriating colonial images and rhetoric, I would be reproducing them
rather than critiquing them. Working with my professors, however, helped me narrow in and clarify the specifics of my project and elucidate the satirical tone. Similarly, they each challenged me to think of the bigger connective tissue between my ideas and the execution of my pieces, which I had been struggling with. In the end, they pushed me to think about what I wanted from this project and what I would enjoy making rather than worrying about the nature of the final product.

I also appreciated the encouragement from my peers to have fun with the concept. During the process, I was often so worried about the actual artistic and conceptual pieces that I would forget how satirical my proposals could be. My peers especially were the ones who pushed me to lean into the science-fiction elements of my work and to bring out the playful elements of these narratives. In addition, they pointed out the absurdity of much of the current rhetoric around Mars, reminding me of a great avenue to poke holes in cultural narratives that present themselves as serious and all-powerful in their logic.

Looking back, I am shocked by how much I have made and written over the course of the year. There is, of course, much I would add if I had the time, but I never expected to get as far with the project as I have. Even up to a few weeks ago, I was not entirely sure how all the pieces would fit together. In this vein, the most surprising aspect of creating this project to me is that it was narrow and focused enough to reach a cohesive end. Coming into the semester, I was very unsure of what I wanted to do, and I remained unsure for the first month or so. I found it difficult to pare down all the research I had previous done and figure out how to translate it into a project that still spoke to broad ideas from my paper. Because of this indecision, I worried my piece would try to address too much and thus be too fragmented. In addition, I initially found letting go of many of my ideas very difficult and had to continually challenge myself to allow some aspects
of a topic to go unaddressed. That is, through this process, I learned that focusing in on one aspect of my idea allowed me to dig into my topic and better speak to what I wanted.

In addition, I did not think this would be a challenge, but figuring out what my installation would look like has been difficult. Throughout the semester, my main focus had been on creating the material itself rather than a cohesive method of presenting it. The stereoscopes and VR-scape are technologically similar, but I had been wondering how, in the context of my focus on landscapes, they were conceptually linked. I had previously thought I would merely place them side by side in the gallery as a simple installation comparing the two technologies. My peers, however, suggested that I set my work in a faux travel agency to continue to push the absurdity and almost commercial aspect of “selling a landscape.” The installation, therefore, not only became a way to showcase the work I have done but also to bring the contextual theory behind my project into the gallery space.

Ultimately, the journey to completing my thesis project has been about taking my research and narrowing it into a project that I could have fun with. With support from the input of my professors and peers, I hope that this work points to the many views that are projected onto land, especially those stemming from capital-colonial ethics of use and value. I wish to point out how these views are not natural or completely unapproachable but are rather the product of a history characterized by change and intentional construction of fiction and reality.
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